Berkeley Academy Virtual School
Strategic Plan Presentation for 2020-21
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Strategic Plan
2020-21

• Contingency Plans
• Virtual school readiness program
• Financial relief package for families during virtual
school periods
• Heightened preventive measures and structural
changes for in-person instruction
• Maintaining communication, maintaining community
• Successfully meeting learning objectives

COVID-19 is changing our
lives. We must adapt to the
challenges that this change
brings.
What are the challenges? What are the changes?
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Berkeley Academy
Contingency Plans
GREEN - RED - YELLOW - ORANGE
• Color-coded contingency plans will provide our school community clarity of
administrative school actions.
• Colored flags will be raised at our school campus, website and social media to
denote which contingency plan we are currently implementing.
• Understanding each contingency plan and their specific details before the school
year starts will improve communication and workflow throughout our community.
• If there are any questions or concerns, please contact the administrative office
immediately for official communication.
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Berkeley Academy
Contingency Plans
GREEN & RED
• ON-CAMPUS (GREEN)

• VIRTUAL SCHOOL (RED)

• Under CR MEP and Ministry of Health guidelines,
students are allowed to attend physical classes on
school campus.

• Under CR MEP and Ministry of Health guidelines,
students are NOT allowed to attend physical
classes on school campus.

• Heighten entry/exit procedures, classroom, common
area and school-wide preventive measures

• Virtual school schedule is implemented (PreK-3;
PreK-4 - K; Grades 1-5; Grades 6-12)

• Maintain strict social distancing on campus

• School materials and food service available for pick
up or delivery

• Decontamination and sanitization before and after
classes.
• Activities involving interaction will be limited and
controlled

• Parents, teachers and students are equipped with
Virtual School at Home training program.
• Virtual School discipline program implemented
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Berkeley Academy
Contingency Plans
YELLOW & ORANGE
• HYBRID ON-CAMPUS-VIRTUAL SCHOOL (YELLOW)
• Under CR MEP and Ministry of Health guidelines, specific
grade levels are allowed to attend physical classes on
school campus.
• Heightened entry/exit procedures, classroom, common
area and school-wide preventive measures
• Maintain strict social distancing on campus

• HYBRID ON-CAMPUS-VIRTUAL SCHOOL (ORANGE)
• Under CR MEP and Ministry of Health guidelines,
students are allowed to attend physical classes on
school campus, but Berkeley Academy deems the
situation unsafe and at high risk.
• Virtual school schedule is implemented (PreK-3; PreK-4
- K; Grades 1-5; Grades 6-12) for designated days.

• Decontamination and sanitization before and after classes.

• School materials and food service available for pick up
or delivery during virtual school days.

• The Virtual School population will continue with the Red
Plan

• Parents, teachers and students are equipped with
Virtual School at Home training program.
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Virtual school
readiness program
Learning in our COVID-19 world

A teacher’s role is both teacher and
guide inside a traditional classroom.
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Traditional School
and Home Dynamic
• In a traditional classroom setting, a teacher has
two important responsibilities and personas:
teacher and guide.
• Teacher - teaches the material, reads, repeats
(conducts exercises) and reviews (corrects
mistakes). Engages students with material.
• Guide - controls the learning environment,
regulates behavior/conduct, applies/keeps
accountability of rules, regulations, consequences,
incentives and rewards. Maintains clarity with
planning, scheduling and responsibilities.
• “School” and “home” are two distinct
environments for children. At school, they assume
the role as a “student.” At home, they assume the
role as your “child.”

Your child normally assumes two
distinct roles in traditional settings…
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Traditional School
and Home Dynamic
• In a traditional setting, a child has two
important responsibilities and roles:
student and child.
• Student - digests and learns the material,
reads, repeats (conducts exercises) and
reviews (corrects mistakes). Engages with
teachers regarding material. Communicates
with classmates regarding course material.

…their role as a student inside a
classroom and their role as your child at
home.

• Child - learns and applies values, behavior/
conduct, habits, social, communication and
organization skills. Demonstrates character
and self-expression to define identity.
Explores relationships with others.

With virtual classrooms, the
student-teacher and studentguide dynamic has
completely changed.
Teachers’ effectiveness as guides in virtual classrooms are diminished due to physical absence.

A teacher’s role as an eﬀective guide
diminishes in a virtual classroom.
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Unregulated Virtual
School at Home Dynamic
• With teachers unable to use traditional disciplinary
tools to enforce rules and regulations (taking away
social privileges, increasing responsibility, being
sent to the administration, etc.) while students are
at home, learning and teaching becomes less
effective.

In an unregulated Virtual School at
Home dynamic, the lack of an eﬀective
guide translates into an unhealthy
learning, working and living
environment.

• With the absence of an effective guide for school,
families become frustrated and student-child
personas are blurred. This confusion and lack of
distinction and clarity, leads students to suffer
academically and children to suffer emotionally
and psychologically.
• In addition to the financial constraints and
limitations of movement with COVID-19
preventive measures, this combination is the
perfect recipe for anxiety and a stressful
household. Learning, working and living
environments are all compromised.

Financial
constraints and
household
confinement
produce anxiety
and a stressful
household.
Learning, working
and living
environments are
all compromised.

Parents and students must assume distinct
roles in a regulated virtual classroom.
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Regulated Virtual School
at Home Dynamic
• Stay-at-home and quarantine orders force
school and work environments into the
traditional household. Clarity of roles and
spaces within the household are imperative for
healthy functionality. Parents and children
must understand their clear roles and spaces.

In a regulated Virtual School at Home
dynamic, parents/guardians and teachers
share the responsibility as an eﬀective guide.

• Parents assume and share the responsibility
with teachers as a guide when their children
attend virtual school. Parents must understand
their roles as professionals, parents and
guides.
• Children must have clarity in their roles as
students, productive members of their
household, and must respect parents’ time
and space as professionals.

Under a
regulated
dynamic,
learning,
working and
living
environments
coexist in
harmony under
one household.

Need for guide (0- no need; 10 - necessary)

Correlation of age and the need for a guide.
Classroom Learning Effectiveness
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Berkeley Academy
Guide Training
How to be an effective guide at
home, while balancing work and
household responsibilities.

Define and clarify
roles, space, and
schedule.
During quarantine and stay-at-home orders, it is imperative for everyone in your household to have clarity in your new roles.
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Parent, Guide and
Professional
• The three roles of parents during a
regulated Virtual School at Home
Dynamic
• Parent
• Guide
• Professional
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Role #1: Parent
• You’ll never stop being a parent around your
children. However, in order to maintain a wellbalanced and efficient household, children need to
know how and when to distinguish your role as their
mother or father during virtual school hours and
when work is conducted at home.

• Implement a strict schedule for “family time” at least
two hours a day M-F, and eight hours on the
weekends. Working on puzzles, playing board
games, cooking and eating meals together, and
walking outside are all activities that will help create
a platform of family communication.

• It is important to understand that children during
quarantine or stay-at-home orders may feel scared,
overwhelmed, anxious, frustrated and bored. All the
emotions that create a very complex learning and
living environment. As parents, try to schedule time
aside to dedicate to your children as a platform to
listen to their worries, concerns and feelings.

• Set strict family rules during quarantine or stay-athome orders. Implementing a NO ELECTRONICS
period once a day will allow eyes to rest and relieve
electronic dependency. Assigning chores and
responsibilities in which children cultivate habits of
organization, teamwork and order are conducive to
creating good habits and positive personal character.
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Role #2: Guide
• As teachers will not have the traditional
resources to use for discipline and order,
parents in a regulated Virtual School at
Home dynamic must share the responsibility
of being a guide at home.

• Set a virtual school at home schedule and
follow it.

• Parents, before starting classes, will be
trained on how to become an effective
student guide. The most effective
characteristic of an outstanding guide is
consistency.

• Maintain physical activity.

• Set clear rules and regulations.
• Schedule and supervise breaks and lunch.
• Outline both rewards and consequences for
following or violating rules.
• BE CONSISTENT!
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Role #3: Professional
• We understand that many parents are
professionals and are currently working from
home.
• It is imperative to have clarity when you are
strictly working and cannot tend to students
as a guide during school.
• Set a work from home schedule with your
family.
• Set clear rules and regulations during work
hours. (i.e. being quiet around work spaces)

• Set clear break and lunch times.
• Maintain physical activity.
• Outline both rewards and consequences for
following or violating rules..
• Let children know about unplanned
meetings and conference calls.
• BE CONSISTENT!

Being an effective guide
requires clarity of rules
and consistency in
enforcing them.
Age-appropriate rules and limitations, along with rewards and consequences are necessary for a sustainable, healthy dynamic.
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New Virtual School
at Home Rules
• New Virtual School at Home rules will
help our students learn, teachers teach,
and parents run their households more
effectively

Lower Elementary Class Rules
Students Pre-K4 - Kindergarten (Ages 4 - 6)

• Video display is mandatory.

• No eating during class.

• Students should NOT log into classes more
than 5 minutes before class.

• All materials should be ready.

• Keep microphones muted unless otherwise
notified.
• Two (2) bathroom breaks per class.
• Virtually raise hand/placard and ask the
teacher (not parents) questions.
• Must have a designated workspace.

• Be on time and punctual!
• Come to virtual class with proper dress attire
(Berkeley Academy uniform of the day)
• All Fridays - Free Dress
• Google Classroom messages and updates
should be checked DAILY

Upper Elementary Class Rules
Students Grade 1 - 3 (Ages 6 - 8)

• Must have a designated
workspace.
• Maintain respect while
teachers and classmates
are speaking.
• Video display is mandatory.
• Keep your camera on and
microphone off, unless
your teacher gives you
permission.

• Only the teacher can
modify each student’s
settings (microphone,
camera, removing people).
• Respect the schedule and
have all materials ready for
each class.
• Google Classroom
messages and updates
should be checked DAILY

• Be responsible with your
assignments.
• Use the chat only when
necessary.
• Come to virtual class with
proper dress attire
(Berkeley Academy
uniform of the day.
• All Fridays - Free Dress.

Upper Elementary Class Rules
Students Grade 4 - 5 (Ages 8 -10)

• Come to virtual class with proper dress attire
(Berkeley Academy uniform of the day)

• Have electronics charged and ready before
class.

• Respect other students by muting all mics.

• Materials must be ready for class.

• Respect teacher by not speaking when he/
she is talking

• When a student has a question, student
should ask in the chat so teacher can see who
is next in line instead of calling the teacher
and distracting others and preventing others
from talking the same time.

• Respect other students who are speaking
such as asking questions or giving input.
• When on break, students should not be
playing / chatting on the computer or any
electronics.
• Student should have a physical and mental
break from virtual learning.

• When the student has a question, the student
should be patient and ask the teacher for any
inquiries. Not go to the parent as it could
cause confusion in the learning process (chat/
email/meet). Only go to parent for last resort.

• Students should not be on other chats when
in online school such as other zoom or meet
calls or using social media

• Student cameras must be on at all times
during on-line classes so teachers can
monitor students.
• Students must be on time always

• Students need to be clean and presentable.
• Students should be in a proper learning
space during online school (not sitting/laying
on the bed/floor.
• If class work is missing, teacher will give
student a warning to complete it, if not,
teacher will email parent and student (grade
4 only)
• No eating during class time (they should
respect that their lunch times are for eating
and class time is for academics)
• Google Classroom messages and updates
should be checked DAILY
• Parent confirmation of internet absence

Middle and High School Class Rules
Students Grade 6 -12 (Ages 11 - 18)

• Be on time and punctual,
especially returning from break
and lunch

• Electronics must be ready, fully
charged, updated and
prepared

• Video display on virtual class is
required

• Materials must be ready before
class

• Come to virtual class with
proper dress attire (Berkeley
Academy uniform of the day)

• Designated work space (no
pets!)

• All Fridays - Free Dress
• Google Classroom messages
and updates should be
checked DAILY

• No additional electronics or
additional tabs during class
instruction
• No negative language in chats
or discussion

• Zero tolerance policy on
memes/cyberbullying
• Virtual school attendance is
strictly monitored
• Utilize professional profile
pictures
• Internet connectivity will be
verified with parent-guides

Co-curricular Class Rules

Students in Performance Arts, Physical Education/Health & Fitness, Spanish

• Video display is mandatory.

• Use speakers or wireless headsets.

• Tennis shoes required.

• Be on time and punctual!

• Do not present/share screen.

• All materials should be ready.

• NO PETS.

• Hair upkeep - braids, pony tail, wellkept.

• Do not use the Google Chat option
during class, unless otherwise
specified.

• NO music in background.

• Come to virtual class with proper
dress attire (Berkeley Academy
uniform of the day.
• All Fridays - Free Dress.
• Conduct class in an open space area
for activities (designated workspace)

• Absence justification from parents is
required - email or message.

• Keep microphones muted unless
otherwise notified.

• No eating during class.

• Students should not be on other
chats, such as other Zoom, Meet
calls or other social media.

• Be aware of your electronics
placement! We are not responsible
for any damage to electronics.

• Ask questions in the chat, so the
teacher can answer the questions in
an orderly fashion.

• No bathroom breaks. Use before
starting class.

• Google Classroom messages and
updates should be checked DAILY.
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Financial Relief Package
during Virtual School and
Online Classes
• Financial relief packages will be offered during virtual
school at home periods
• Package applies when virtual school at home and
online classes are implemented and will be prorated
• Relief packages are subject to change, but families will
be given prior notice to any changes made before
implementation.
• Berkeley Academy will not add the 6% annual increase
in the price of tuition for the 2020-21 school year.
• Monthly tuition discounts apply only to payments
made before the 8th of every month. Due to
accounting purposes and institutional payment
obligations, it is imperative that this rule is strictly
enforced.
• This Financial Relief Package is not applicable in
conjunction with any other discounts or rates.
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PreK-3 Students -

Section closed until further
notice
• PreK-3 Section will be closed for the 2020-21
school year until further notice. Based on our
model of learning effectiveness, 3-year-old
students would have a difficulty meeting learning
objectives through a Virtual School at Home
dynamic.
• Additionally, the threat and risk of compromising
a students’ health in PreK-3 is very high due to
their inability to follow strict instructions and
maintain immediate order, if this section were to
report to campus for in-person classroom
instruction.
• Options for downloadable Berkeley Academy
resources will be provided for all parents that are
in our PreK-3 community.
• There will be no financial obligations due to our
PreK-3 section being closed.
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PreK-4 Students -

50% discount on monthly
tuition
• PreK-4 section will remain open for the 2020-21 school year.
Based on our model of learning effectiveness, PreK-4 students are
able to meet some of the learning objectives through a Virtual
School at Home dynamic.
• Though a threat and risk of compromising a students’ health
remains prevalent in PreK-4 students, this section can follow
instructions and maintain immediate order during in-person
classroom instruction, with the help of an assistant. We are
confident that with preventive measures, our PreK-4 section would
be safe at school provided all social distancing and sanitization
practices are strictly enforced.
• PreK-4 students will have a modified schedule, limiting screen
time but having an online instructor and assistant to guide them
through virtual school at home activities and exercises.
• PreK-4 students will have take home packets for weekly activities,
exercises, projects and classwork materials. These packets must
also be submitted at the end of the week to be graded. Berkeley
Express Service is available to deliver these materials to your
home.
• The financial obligations for PreK-4 student families are 50%
discounted monthly tuition.
• Final cost of monthly tuition during Virtual School at Home with a
50% discount for PreK-4 students - $191.00 USD
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Kindergarten Students 40% discount on monthly tuition

• Kindergarten Section will remain open for the 2020-21 school
year. Based on our model of learning effectiveness, Kindergarten
students are able to meet most learning objectives through a
Virtual School at Home dynamic.
• Threat and risk of compromising students’ health remains low in
Kindergarten students, as this section can follow instructions and
maintain immediate order during in-person classroom instruction.
With the help of an assistant and clarity with roles, we are
confident that with preventive measures, our Kindergarten section
will be safe at school provided all social distancing and
sanitization practices are strictly enforced.
• Kindergarten students will have a modified schedule, limiting
screen time but having an online instructor and assistant to guide
them through virtual school at home activities and exercises.
• Kindergarten students will have take home packets for weekly
activities, exercises, projects and classwork materials. These
packets must also be submitted at the end of the week to be
graded. Berkeley Express Service is available to deliver these
materials to your home.
• As Kindergarten is a certification year, Berkeley Academy will
ensure that all learning objectives are met for all students in order
to graduate.
• Final cost of monthly tuition during Virtual School at Home with a
40% discount - $230.00 USD
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Students in Grades 1-5 25% discount on monthly
tuition

•Grades 1-5 will remain open as scheduled for the 2020-21
school year. Based on our model of learning effectiveness,
Grades 1-5 students are able to fully meet learning
objectives through a Virtual School at Home dynamic.
•Threat and risk of compromising students’ health remains
low in Grade 1-5 students as long as all social distancing
and sanitization practices are strictly enforced and
followed.
•Students will have a slightly modified schedule for virtual
school at home activities and exercises.
•Grade 1-5 students will have take home packets for weekly
activities, exercises, projects and classwork materials. These
packets must also be submitted at the end of the week to
be graded. Berkeley Express Service is available to deliver
these materials to your home.
•Final cost of monthly tuition during Virtual School at Home
with a 25% discount - $450.00 USD
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Students in Grades 6-12 20% discount on monthly tuition

•Grades 6-12 will remain open as scheduled for the
2020-21 school year. Based on our model of learning
effectiveness, Grades 6-12 students are able to fully meet
learning objectives through a Virtual School at Home
dynamic.
•Threat and risk of compromising students’ health remains
low in Grade 6-12 students as long as all social distancing
and sanitization practices are strictly enforced and
followed.
•Students will have a full and regular schedule for virtual
school at home activities and exercises.
•As grade 6-12 students are preparing for college and
university, they will be expected to manage virtual school
at home courses responsibly, independently, and maturely.
•Final cost of monthly tuition during Virtual School at Home
with a 20% discount - $568.00 USD

Have a car restriction and can’t
pick up your child’s weekly
printed materials, school letters
or transcripts?

NO PROBLEM!
We deliver!
Use Berkeley Academy Express!
Cost:
Approximately 1,000 colones
(Santa Ana - Escazu)

Call Javier Solis at (506) 8381-2023 to
arrange exact cost, location and pick-up/
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Berkeley Academy
Express Delivery
• Teachers in all grade levels will have
take-home weekly materials and packets
for students.
• Tired or don’t have time to cook
breakfast, lunch or a healthy snack?
Berkeley Cafe - our new food service
under the direct management of
Berkeley Academy Administration - is
ready to provide you nutritious and
healthy options. Menu will be released in
August.
• Berkeley Academy Express can deliver
packets as well as food service options
directly to your home at a very low cost!

Wednesday, July 29, 2020
At 1:30 pm, Berkeley Academy
Family Virtual Meeting and
Informational Session
Please attend this important virtual meeting to cover all materials in this presentation! Thank you and GO PRIDE!

